TELEGRAPHERS AND O.-W.R. & N. AGREE

Threatened Strike by Men Is Averted.

FEDERAL MEDIATOR HAS PART

Walkout Prevented After Conference Lasting 10 Days.

MODIFIED CLAIMS GRANTED

Definite schedule and hours, Averaging 11 1/2 to 12 hours, is fixed and relations of workers to employers established.

DIVA'S SONG HEARD

BY HELEN KELLER

HIGH HAT, BEND AND SHINE

FOR TIME REALIZED SOUND.

INDIRECT REPEAL BEING CONSIDERED

Tells Exemption Taken Up Promptly.

BILL IS REPORTED IN HOUSE

Democrats Seeking Way to Square With Platform.

UNDERWOOD ON OUTSIDE

Newspaper Leader to Give Way to Mr. Adams on Re-Printing Measure, Concerning Which He Disagrees With President.

GLOBE TOURISTS TO STAY WITH MAJORS

Organized Baseball Is Won Over Feds.

TIGERS KEEP "WAHOO SAM"

St. Louis Browns Renew Leasing of Madison Square Garden as "Outstanding" Outfield's Hole.

ROANOKE SAYS SO

Red Sox Sign This Speaker

Famous Slugger Said to Have Received Biggest Pay Yet.

HEARING ON MEAT ORDINANCE

Result of Inspection Is Warmly Disputed.

COMMISSION SOON TO DECIDE

Women and Small Concerns Are at Odds Over Act.

HEATED PLEAS CHEERED

Change Measure Hands Hard Test

War Managers' Decision for Protecting Health—Slaughter—Horses Aimed At.

SCHUMAN'S REPORT

GARLICK'S SUGGESTIONS

Bovine regulators, health officials, consumption and distribution, with representatives of commercial interests, have been making up conferences, in which they have participated and have given their opinions on the formation of a company to control the cattle business.

Some officers of the Association of Seattle Club.